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Over the past 38 years, our yearly product catalogs have been a cornerstone
of our sales and marketing plan. These catalogs have always been a source
of pride. With our ever expanding line of products and licenses (now well over
10,000 SKUs!), as well as the digital renaissance of the past decade, we have
made the decision to ride the digital wave.
It is our pleasure to announce that in an effort to embrace technology and
be a little more environmentally conscious, our 2020 full-line catalogs will be
available in digital format only.
Don’t fret, we haven’t completely weaned ourselves off of the printed catalog.
You currently hold in your hands our 2020 Highlights Catalog, which is a visual
showcase of our brands and their respective new and featured products.
The intention of this is to showcase what our brands represent and what
we do without listing every single one of our over 500 products.
It’s something to whet the appetite, if you will.
While our physical catalog might be a bit slimmer this year, our selection of
products is bigger and better than ever!
Our entire line of products is always available at www.picnictime.com and you
can view the full-line catalogs for each brand at www.picnictime.com/catalogs.
Enjoy!

Picnic Time was started with the dream of creating
experiences that encourage romance, nostalgia, and lasting
memories with friends & family. We maintain this tradition
with our unique and innovative picnic baskets. It is a passion
that has been growing for 36 years.

We know picnic.

To see our full-line catalogs visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

CORONADO
Is it a beach bag? Yes. Is it a picnic basket? Also yes. You may find
yourself asking more questions, but let me stop you there, because
the answer is yes. This is also a tote bag. This is three bags in one, but
not literally. Whatever your vice may be, this bag is your fix.
Item# 203-00-187
Additional color options available
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

PROMENADE
Unlike the more conventional, classic baskets, the Promenade’s collapsible
interior allows you to fit it easily into anywhere you’re going. Sitting sturdily on
its willow foundation and complete with picnic service for two, you’ll enjoy the
genius of your unique and useful picnic basket…bag…OK, bagsket.
Item# 203-20-152
Additional color options available
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THE

CHARLESTON
When it comes to impressing Gatsby, go with the
picnic basket Daisy would relish. That would be the
Charleston Picnic Basket, a top-of-the-line, wicker
picnic basket that might just transport you to an era
of flappers and pink champagne.
Item# 300-92-187
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

BELMONT
Looking for a picnic basket and cooler combo
in one? You’ve come to the right place. The
Belmont Picnic Basket combines the best of
both worlds to make sure you and yours are
more than taken care of.
Item# 123-40-211

9
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THE

CATALINA
Who says your tea party has to be indoors?
Take your tea and crumpets to the park
or the backyard with this English-style
picnic basket that includes service for two.
Item# 140-10-114
Additional color options available
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

SOMERSET
Reminiscent of a summer’s day ‘pon the English countryside with
it’s sun-kissed and green grass hues, the Somerset Picnic Basket
comes complete with deluxe service for two. You and yours can
indulge in your own storybook summer picnic with the Somerset!
Item# 213-87-406
Additional color options available
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THE

KANSAS
How many times in your life have you been on a
picnic? You can probably count it on one hand. But
how foolish do you feel knowing that every time you
went on a picnic, you never brought an actual basket?
Fix that forever with the Kansas Picnic Basket.
Item# 350-01-300
Additional color options available
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

COUNTRY BASKET
Kick back with the simplicity of the Country Basket.
This wicker picnic basket is right at home at a bootscootin’ jamboree in the park or a lazy day at the
beach. Either occasion will benefit from its sturdy
willow thatching and level, wooden-lid surface.
Item# 138-00-211
Additional color options available
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THE

MALBEC
Give your expensive taste in wine a not so
expensive forever home with our Malbec Insulated
Canvas and Willow Wine Bottle Basket. The wine
(and the Gods) will thank you!

Item# 201-00-211
Additional color options available
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

PICCADILLY
Today you’re going to do something different. You’re goin’ old-school
with the Piccadilly. The Piccadilly features that familiar wicker picnic
basket style you’ve probably seen in the movies, on immaculate grass
between two lovers. Well today, you and your special someone are
taking it to the park, where you’ll unpack its service for two.
Item# 202-19-114
Additional color options available
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THE

BOARDWALK
With the Boardwalk Basket, you’ve got everything
covered for a fantastic picnic for two. As a more modern
take on the classic picnic basket, the Boardwalk stands
out with its unique canvas and wood frame.
Item# 104-20-216
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Picnic Baskets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

CHAMPION
This refined, regal, and fully accessorized
picnic basket for two stands tall and proud
among its peers, just like the champion it
is destined to be. Be a part of picnic glory
with the Champion Picnic Basket.
Item# 208-40-406
Additional color options available

picnictime.com/picnictime

Picnic Baskets
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THE

PT-FRONTIER PICNIC BACKPACK
Raise eyebrows when you arrive to your event with a sleek and smart
looking pack…then DROP JAWS when you open it. No one will expect
your Frontier Picnic Backpack was in fact a fully loaded picnic basket
capable of servicing up to four people. NO ONE will have expected that
you are what you’ve always been…a complete and total picnic LEGEND!
Item# 533-40-105
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Picnic Coolers

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

PT-FRONTIER UTILITY COOLER
When was the last time you were PROUD of your cooler?
Was there ever a time? The Frontier Picnic Utility Cooler
is here to change that. While most coolers just….ya know,
‘cool’ - this sleek two-tiered shoulder cooler comes
with a full cutlery and meal set for four.
Item# 509-23-105
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The Oniva brand promotes recreation, an
active lifestyle, and outdoor adventures.
It is something that has a sense of motion
and movement.
So get up... and let’s go!

To see our full-line catalogs visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

OTG TRAVERSE COOLER BACKPACK
These days – we want it all. So pack it all in the
OTG Traverse Cooler Backpack. Whether it’s your
kid’s big game, a hike with friends, or a spurof-the-moment beach day – keep your drinks
and snacks chilled and ready for wherever,
whenever. Forget thirst!
Item# 632-00-105

Additional color options available
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Cooler Bags

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

OTG ROLL-TOP COOLER BACKPACK
Tired of looking like a soccer mom?
Ditch the bulky cooler on wheels and
carry your chilled party favors in total
comfort. Even the proudest soccer
mom would be satisfied with this
fashionable and super useful pack.
Item# 616-00-105

Additional color options available

picnictime.com/oniva

Cooler Bags
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THE

MANTA
When the beach is calling, make sure to take the
essentials – including this easy set up beach tent
to keep the sun from frying your skin. It’s like
having your own portable cove, shielding you from
the elements with a lightweight polyester shell.
Item# 113-00-100

Additional color options available
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Beach

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

UMBRELLA 5.5
What is the one item that everyone thinks about
when going to the beach, but almost no one ever
brings? Umbrellas! Forget the surfboards or the
boogie boards. Forget the blankets and the towels.
The most important item for you and your family
and friends at the beach is the umbrella.
Item# 822-00-330

Additional color options available

picnictime.com/oniva

Beach
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THE

OUTDOOR DIRECTORS CHAIR
Quiet on the set! Cast this comfortable,
portable camping chair in your next
outdoor adventure and wait for the
accolades to come pouring in. Its
lightweight aluminum frame makes it
easy to take this folding chair anywhere.
Item# 810-17-135

Additional color options available
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Outdoor Furniture

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

BIG BEAR CAMP CHAIR
Even if you’re not a linebacker, you’ll enjoy the
extra room of the Big Bear Camp Chair. Easy to get
in and out of and rated for a high weight capacity,
this is the perfect folding chair for big & tall folks
to take camping, picnicking, and tailgating!
Item# 808-00-175

Additional color options available

picnictime.com/oniva

Outdoor Furniture
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THE

VENTURA SEAT
Your buns and back will thank you for easing into the high-density foam comfort of the
Ventura Seat, a reclining stadium chair. Take the Ventura Stadium Seat with you, using
adjustable backpack straps. Its armrests can even be inverted to increase the seat
width to up to 20" across, if needed. Explore the Ventura Seat’s six backrest positions
to find the perfect groove for your aching back. Whether you’re watching your kid’s
soccer game or gaming with your buddies, the Ventura Seat elevates kicking back.
Item# 618-00

Additional color options available
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Outdoor Furniture

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs
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THE

OUTDOOR ROCKING CHAIR
What does portable relaxation look like to you? If you
said foldable rocking chair, congratulations! You're
both correct and a psychic! Take your mind-reading
powers and your portable "zen" with you to any
campsite with this outdoor rocking chair.
Item# 805-01-138

Additional color options available
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Outdoor Furniture

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

CAMPING PARTY COOLER
Showing up to your next tailgating party
with one of these bad boys is the only
touchdown you’ll care about all day. Or
maybe not. But you’re sure to make an
impression with the Party Cooler.
Item# 781-00-100

Additional color options available
picnictime.com/oniva

Outdoor Furniture
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THE

BLANKET TOTE
Morning dew, damp grass, and sand don’t
stand a chance against the Blanket Tote,
a cozy portable picnic blanket with a soft
fleece topside and water-resistant underside
that packs compactly into a carry tote with a
shoulder strap and zippered security pocket.
Item# 820-00-107

Additional color options available
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Blankets

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

VISTA BLANKET
Arrive at the beach with the outdoor blanket no one
sees coming. The Vista Outdoor Blanket sneaks in
as a handsome shoulder tote, but easily unzips and
unfolds into a comfy beach blanket for soaking up
the rays on the beach or enjoying a picnic. It even
fits right in on flights as a travel blanket.
Item# 821-00-300

Additional color options available

picnictime.com/oniva

Blankets
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THE

ADVENTURE WAGON XL
Welcome yourself to the wonderful wagon life with
the Adventure Wagon XL. Set up or break down
effortlessly, as it folds into its own carrying bag to
transport. Take this along camping, tailgating, to
the beach, or even make all of the shopping carts
jealous at your next trip to the grocery store.
Item# 736-00-179
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Wagons

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

ADVENTURE WAGON- ALL-TERRAIN ELITE
Save your back with the Adventure Wagon Elite
Portable Utility Wagon with Table & Liner, a sturdy
collapsible wagon for hauling everything you
need, from beach picnics to camping to shopping
for groceries at your local market. Includes
waterproof liner and table top lid combination.
Item# 739-85-679

Additional color options available
picnictime.com/oniva

Wagons
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THE

BBQ GRILL SCRAPER WITH BOTTLE OPENER
BBQ’s are fun. Cleanup is not. Make your life easier
with the BBQ Grill Scraper. After the meats are served,
and the bellies are full, finish the job with the grill
scraper that makes the job a little more enjoyable.
Built with a bottle opener inside, this tool is perfect for
the BBQ Baron that likes to drink on the job.
Item# 871-00-505
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BBQ

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

X-GRILL
Bring the BBQ wherever you roam with the X-Grill
Portable Charcoal BBQ Grill, a sleek, electroplated steel tailgate grill that packs down flatter
than a pancake! This highly-portable folding
tailgate grill sets up in seconds. All you need is
charcoal/kindling, and friends!
Item# 775-00-175

picnictime.com/oniva

BBQ
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Toscana encompasses both a modern appeal and
the essence of old world hospitality. We aim to create
centerpieces to the experiences that people have
when enjoying the company of others. Something that
facilitates togetherness and the memories that result.
This is where you can ﬁnd the old world, redeﬁned to
a modern home.

To see our full-line catalogs visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

ACACIA SERVING LADDER
At once space-saving and stylish, the Serving Ladder is a 3-tiered
serving station with small, medium, and large removable trays
set on a collapsible ladder. Made of Natural Acacia, this serving
set is the perfect centerpiece for picnics and wine & cheese
tastings! The classy layout will especially wow the guests at your
next dinner party or family get together.
Item# 829-03-512
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Serveware

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

ARTISAN SERVING PLANKS
The Artisan plank is a gorgeous addition to any celebration. This
paddle shaped serving plank is made with the stunning wood of the
acacia tree. To showcase this naturally water-resistant wood, we’ve left
some of its raw beauty intact by featuring a live bark edge on one side.
Adding to its rustic look, the handle includes a hemp hanging loop so
you can display this versatile piece of kitchen art for all to see.
Item# 892-00
Various sizes available

picnictime.com/toscana

Serveware
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THE

DELIO ACACIA
Elegance and simplicity abound in the Delio Acacia
Cheese Board, a beautifully-designed acacia cheese platter,
cheese markers, and cheese tools. Simply use the included
soapstone pencil to label your cheeses. And don’t forget to
write your special message on the chalkboard area along
the front edge of this unique cheese display!
Item# 833-00-512
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Serveware

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

LAZY SUSAN
The centerpiece of every fine cocktail hour or wine
& cheese tasting, the Lazy Susan is a circular, rotating
serving tray made of fired acacia with a 1” tall
chalkboard rim and included soapstone pencil for
easy labeling. Your guests will love your presentation
with this modern and refined serving platter.
Item# 827-18-513

picnictime.com/toscana

Serveware
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THE

CHEESE CLOCHE DOME
Create the perfect humidity & micro-climate for storing and
serving your favorite ripened cheese with this hand blown
glass dome and Acacia Wood serving tray. Heck, why stop at
cheese? This piece can be used to store and display cakes,
cupcakes, pastries, appetizers, and much more! Cheese
dome or cake stand, versatility is the name of the game!
Item# 825-01-512
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Serveware

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

WINE APPETIZER PLATE SET
Yes, we understand you only have 2 hands. This is a set of 4 to
share with friends. Don’t be greedy! These handheld appetizer
trays let you enjoy a snack, a drink, and a free hand, all at
once! These entertaining plates may not be the main topic of
conversation at your next party, but they’ll do their best to keep
the conversation going all night long, no matter what the topic!
Item# 874-04-512
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Serveware
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THE

ACACIA CIRCO
We’ve revamped one of our most popular cutting
boards by utilizing the strong darker wood of the
Acacia tree. The swivel top perfectly stores the cheese
tools so they are always available when you need them.
Great for a larger selection of cheese or to serve a
larger crowd, the Acacia - Circo is a party necessity.
Item# 855-04-512
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Serveware

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

MESCOLARE
A functional objet d’art that enriches
both your dinner table and kitchen, the
Fabio Viviani Mescolare Salad Bowl is
an oversized bowl made of dark and
handsome acacia wood with two magnetsecured serving/tossing tools.
Item# 966-00-506

picnictime.com/toscana

Serveware
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Our Legacy brand offers a mature and refined take on the
beer, wine, and spirits culture. More people are excited
about craft beers, batch vintages and aged bourbons than
ever before. We want to cultivate a sense of sophistication that is hip and relevant.

This is our legacy.

To see our full-line catalogs visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

CRAFT BEER FLIGHT
BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEER HOLDER WITH THE
CRAFT BEER FLIGHT. THIS BEER TASTING SET ALLOWS
YOU TO TAKE THE CRAFT BREW TASTING EXPERIENCE
WHEREVER YOU WANT.
ITEM# 601-05-512
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BEER

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

PILSNER
ENHANCE A FRIEND’S PASSION FOR CRAFT BEERS WITH THE
PILSNER BEER GLASS GIFT SET. THE PILSNER BEER GLASS
GIFT SET IS AN ATTRACTIVE ADDITION TO ANY AFICIONADO’S
DEN, NO MATTER WHAT STYLE BEER THEY'RE INTO.
ITEM# 602-06-512

picnictime.com/LEGACY

BEER
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THE

GROWLER TOTE WITH 64 OZ. GROWLER
WE LOVE SOLVING PROBLEMS AND MAKING IT LOOK SEXY. THAT’S WHY
WE’VE COMBINED A SLEEK GROWLER WITH THE WAXED COTTON CANVAS
CARRY TOTE. NOW YOU’LL LOOK AS COOL AS YOU FEEL WHEN YOU GRAB
THE LATEST ON TAP FROM YOUR LOCAL BREWERY.
ITEM# 610-85-311
ADDITIONAL COLOR OPTIONS AVAILABLE
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BEER

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

BEER CADDY
YOUR FRIENDS WILL THANK YOU WHEN YOU SHOW UP WITH THE BEER CADDY FILLED WITH THEIR
FAVORITE COLD BEVERAGES. NOT ONLY DOES ITS WAXED COTTON CANVAS EXTERIOR LOOK WAY COOLER
THAN A CARDBOARD BOX, BUT IT COMES WITH A RETRACTABLE BOTTLE OPENER BUILT-IN SO YOU NEVER
HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT IT WALKING OFF - LIKE THOSE KOOZIES YOU NEVER SAW A SECOND TIME.
ITEM# 762-00-140
ADDITIONAL COLOR OPTIONS AVAILABLE

picnictime.com/LEGACY

BEER
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THE

GROWLER TAP
WHAT’S BETTER THAN A FRESHLY FILLED GROWLER WITH YOUR FAVORITE BREW?
YOUR OWN PERSONAL GROWLER TAP TO PERFECTLY POUR GLASS AFTER GLASS,
THAT’S WHAT. THIS INNOVATIVE GROWLER STAND DISPENSES YOUR BEVERAGE OF
CHOICE. NOW THAT SOUNDS LIKE THE MAKINGS OF A PARTY!
ITEM# 606-85-512
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BEER

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

BBQ APRON WITH TOOLS & BOTTLE OPENER
BECOME THE BBQ HERO YOU WERE DESTINED TO BE AND CHANGE HUNGRY
LIVES BY DONNING THE WAXED CANVAS BBQ APRON. KEEP YOURSELF CLEAN
WITH THIS STYLISH WAXED CANVAS AND LEATHER APRON, WHICH WILL NOT
ONLY MAKE YOU LOOK COOL BUT BE GENUINELY PRACTICAL AS WELL.
ITEM# 636-89-140
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THE

HAMILTON
FROM THE ROARING 20S TO THE 2020S, THE
HAMILTON PORTABLE COCKTAIL BAR BRINGS
ALL THAT JAZZ BACK TO HAPPY HOUR WITH
COCKTAIL SERVICE FOR FOUR.
ITEM# 669-48-179
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SPIRITS

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

MANHATTAN
THIS MARTINI SET IS A HANDSOME FIXTURE ON
YOUR HOME BAR, OR TAKE YOUR INNER MIXOLOGIST
ON THE ROAD, TO THE PICNIC, OR ON THE TRAIN.
WHEREVER YOU GO, YOU’LL BE FABULOUS, DAHLING!
ITEM# 667-43-179
ADDITIONAL COLOR OPTIONS AVAILABLE

picnictime.com/LEGACY
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THE

BAR BACKPACK
SO THIS GUY WALKS INTO A BAR… NO WAIT, THAT’S
NOT HOW THIS ONE STARTS. SO THIS GUY WALKS
IN CARRYING A BAR… THAT IS, THE BAR-BACKPACK.
NOW HOW DID THAT JOKE END AGAIN?
ITEM# 670-44-105
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SPIRITS

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

WHISKEY BOX
EVERY TRADITION AND HEIRLOOM HAD TO START SOMEWHERE, AND YOU
CAN START YOUR OWN WITH THE WHISKEY BOX. AT ONCE MODERN AND
VINTAGE, THIS WHISKEY SET WILL BE THE ARTIFACT YOUR GRANDKIDS
REMEMBER STANDING STATELY AND UNASSUMING IN YOUR MAN CAVE.
ITEM# 605-10-509

picnictime.com/LEGACY
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THE

MADISON
THE MADISON TABLETOP BAR SITS OFF TO THE SIDE, DARK AND
HANDSOME. THE SLEEK, MID-CENTURY-INSPIRED LINES AND
CHERRY-STAINED ACACIA WOOD HAVE ALREADY RECEIVED MORE
THAN A FEW BATTED EYELASHES AND BREATHY WHISPERS.
ITEM# 668-44-508
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SPIRITS

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

10-PIECE ROLL UP BAR TOOL SET
PERFECT FOR THE ROAMING MIXOLOGIST, THE 10-PIECE BAR TOOL
ROLL UP KIT IS A HIGHLY-PORTABLE AND PACKABLE WAXED-CANVAS
ROLL-UP BAR TOOL SET. BRING THE BAR WITH YOU WHETHER YOU’RE
CAMPING, GLAMPING, PICNICKING, OR AT HOME.
ITEM# 671-14-105

picnictime.com/LEGACY
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THE

WAXED CANVAS WINE TOTE
VENTURE ACROSS HILL AND DALE WITH THE WAXED
CANVAS WINE TOTE, A FULLY-INSULATED WINE BAG WITH A
DURABLE EXTERIOR AND AN ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER STRAP.
ITEM# 621-00-140
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WINE

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

2 BOTTLE INSULATED WINE COOLER BAG
WHY BRING ONLY ONE WHEN YOU CAN BRING TWO?! MAKE
IT HAPPEN WITH THIS 2 BOTTLE INSULATED WINE TOTE.
ITEM# 536-02-140

THE

3 BOTTLE INSULATED WINE COOLER BAG
CLASSY, CLEAN, AND CONVENIENT. IS THERE ANY
OTHER WAY TO CARRY THREE BOTTLES OF WINE?
ITEM# 537-03-140

picnictime.com/LEGACY

WINE
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THE

2 BOTTLE INSULATED WINE & CHEESE COOLER BAG
IS THIS HEAVEN IN WINE TOTE FORM? NO, BUT WE’LL BE DAMNED
IF IT AIN’T PRETTY GREAT. THE DURABLE WAXED COTTON CANVAS
CONSTRUCTION MAKES THIS WINE AND CHEESE CARRIER STYLISH,
PORTABLE, AND RUGGED. HAPPY YONDERING!
ITEM# 540-04-140
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WINE

To see complete product details, as well as our full-line catalogs, visit picnictime.com/catalogs

THE

PILSNER
THE

ADVENTURE WINE TOTE

THIS BEER SET BRINGS BACK THE CEREMONY
OF SERVING DRINKS AND IS WORTHY OF
ANY MAN OR WOMAN CAVE.
ITEM# 602-06-512

IF YOU LOVE A GOOD ADVENTURE, AND YOU CAN’T BE DRAGGED
AWAY FROM A FINE WINE, THE ADVENTURE WINE TOTE WILL BE
YOUR NEW FAVORITE ACCESSORY. THIS PORTABLE WINE SET IS
PERFECT FOR TRAVEL, PICNICS, AND GLAMPING.
ITEM# 505-05-140

picnictime.com/LEGACY

WINE
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OUR PROMISE TO YOU...
We know that spending quality time with your loved
ones is important and shouldn’t be interrupted.
We believe that our products should be strong, reliable,
and should work the way they were intended.
That’s why we are proud to offer The BUILT TO LAST
Lifetime Guarantee. If any of our products fail to
perform as promised, we will repair or replace your
item without hassle and without charge – FOR LIFE.
Just send an image of your damaged product to
customerservice@picnictime.com and we will work
hard to get you back to enjoying your quality time
with friends and family.
To learn more go to www.picnictime.com/builttolast

MISSION STATEMENT:
To create products that inspire friends and family to
come together and make lasting memories.

www.picnictime.com online resources:
• product images
• product videos
• item specifications
• licensed products
• current price list

• seasonal promotions
• MAP policies
• stock status reports
• warranty information
• product safety info

• washing instructions
• shipping weights
• drop ship programs
• trade show schedule
• FAQs

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE:
Many of our items can be made private label by using a number of different decorating methods,
making the items ideal for promotions, souvenirs or corporate gifts.

METHODS OFFERED INCLUDE:

Embroidery

Chroma-tec

Laser engraving

Silkscreen

FOLLOW US:

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY.
Phone: (805) 529-7400 | Toll Free: (888) 742-6429 | Fax: (805) 529-7474
picnictime@picnictime.com
5131 Maureen Lane, Moorpark, CA 93021, USA
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